LCCOA Grant Evaluation Tool
This tool is intended for the review committee to evaluate merit of applications. Other questions may
arise during discussion. Supporting materials are encouraged to be submitted with the application
submissions, to assist the evaluation committee. In the past, LCCOA have had more applications than
the funding that was available. The evaluative committee is comprised of anonymous, non-officer
Consortium members who donate their time and take on this project seriously, with the singular goal of
benefiting Livingston County seniors. During the evaluation period, there have been times where a
committee member has needed to contact the applicant for further clarification. If you are contacted by
a committee member for further clarification, we ask you respect that confidence.
It is the LCCOA’s ultimate goal to award as many grants as possible, potentially rewarding a mix of full
and partial grant requests that is to the discretion of the evaluation committee. The LCCOA thanks the
applicants and review committee for their efforts.
Criteria Evaluation
Does the application request support and impact one or more of these four qualifications:
Active Aging (geriatric services, health and fitness opportunities)
Aging in Place (safe, affordable housing, either in their own(ed) home or communal)
Community Engaging Seniors (keeping them involved, and regarded as valued)
Community Infrastructure (gathering spots, transportation, health care, food)
Does the grant meet a basic life need… or is it a “want”?
Does this grant have “one-time impact” (such as a calendar event) or the potential for longer term
impact?
Is this request fulfilling a deficit or already being done by someone else? Do other agencies duplicate
or better serve this effort? Is this a one-time request or could it hypothetically be an application next
year?
Will the grant be used to – pay people/buy services/market – or buy durable “things”? Are these
items one time use or will they sustain a program/problem?
Could this grant serve ½ the people with ½ the money? Could this grant be more effective with more
than the requested amount?
Would this activity/project/purchase likely take place without this grant?
Is this where a county senior would “normally” seek out or use this service?
Would this grant have county-wide reach potential, or likely a smaller population?
Are there supporting materials included that will help in your decision-making?

